CULTURAL BUZZ
IOS 13
Boasting changes in display and performance, the
Apple iOS 13 software update was released to Apple
users on Sept. 19. The update enhances the iPhone
and iPad with innovative and distinct characteristics.
In terms of the notable visual changes to the interface, “dark mode” gives Apple applications a sleek
black look -- a unique way for users to personalize
their device. Another useful change is the integration of the “Find My iPhone” and “Find My Friends”
applications into one cohesive location sharing center called “Find My”, enabling users to easily switch
between tracking people and devices.
The reminders app also saw a revamp with categories for different tasks, making for a beneficial
organizing tool for homework and deadlines.
With advanced practical features, iOS 13 is a substantial change to the iPhone and iPad, bringing a
futuristic feel to 2019.
-- Audrey Enghauser, News Staffer

Mac n’ Cheese
The popular fast-food chain Chick-Fil-A recently added a new side item to the menu -- mac and
cheese. The new side, which became available on
Aug. 12, attempts to mimic the “homemade taste”
of made-from-scratch mac and cheese.
The new side contains three types of cheeses:
parmesan, cheddar and Romano, which greatly
contribute to its flavor. Customers will likely find
gooey chunks of baked cheese in their pasta, contributing to the made-from-scratch experience. The
side is offered in two sizes, a small and a medium,
which cost $2.49 and $3.25. When considering the
prices, the portion sizes are relatively small. However, the delicious taste makes up for the lackluster
amount of food.
The mac and cheese, which is the first new
addition to the permanent Chick-Fil-A menu since
2016, offers a new option while providing customers with the delicious homemade mac and cheese
flavor.
-- Luna Reichert, Visuals Staffer

Butterfly Yellow
Thanhha Lai’s “Butterfly Yellow”, released in book
stores on Sept. 3, is a beautiful and moving portrayal
of Vietnamese culture, the horror of being a refugee,
the complexity of family bonds and the compassionate side of humanity.
The book takes place in 1981 and starts with
Hang, a Vietnamese refugee trying to find her brother, who was adopted by an American family. The
book is written in a stream of consciousness style
that slowly becomes clearer as Hang adjusts to her
new life. However, while it gives the reader a window straight into Hang’s mind and emotions, the
stylism can sometimes make the plot hard to follow.
“Butterfly Yellow” is an important narrative that
opens a discussion about culture, family, and the
connection every person shares with the rest of humanity, from family to strangers.
-- Natalie Schliekelman, News Staffer

Ginger

R

ap collective and self-proclaimed boy band BROCKHAMPTON released their fifth studio album, “GINGER”, on Aug. 23. After a year-long hiatus following their last album,
“iridescence”, they have returned with a slower, more somber tone than one might
expect, considering their energetic past albums. “GINGER” is available on Apple Music, Spotify and Tidal.
The first track, “NO HALO”, beautifully introduces and sets the general feel for the rest of the album. “NO HALO”
features emotional lyricism from each member, accompanied by early-2000s-esque production and vocals from guest
Deb Never. Throughout “GINGER”, the group lyrically unites shared and personal experiences with themes such as
depression, sexuality, betrayal and religion.
The seventh track on the album, “DEARLY DEPARTED”, is a slow, moving contrast to its adjacent tracks in which the
group gets very personal about the loss of an ex-member, Ameer Vann, and points of stress in their life.
“VICTOR ROBERTS” is the final track on the album. It features spoken word by titular guest Victor Roberts, a friend
of the group, and tells a personal story of betrayal and loss.
The first three revealed singles, “I BEEN BORN AGAIN”, “IF YOU PRAY RIGHT” and “BOY BYE” threw off listeners’
expectations for the album. Where the majority of “GINGER” takes on a more melancholy approach, the three initial
releases are more similar to Brockhampton’s older songs in their vibrant, upbeat energy. Lyrically, the members of
the group show honesty and vulnerability on “GINGER”, but there are points where the album feels less focused and
certain song structures seem disorganised.
Overall, “GINGER” is a heartfelt, genuine display of all the group has been through over the past year. O
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